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Inspections of 4 reinforced concrete chimneys with 
brick liners

Shoubra El-Kheima 
Power Plant

Inspection of reinforced concrete chimney with brick 
liner

Assiut Power Plant

Inspections of 2 reinforced concrete chimneys with 
brick liners (Units 1 + 4)
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Power Plant

Inspection of 2 reinforced concrete chimneys with 
brick liners (Units 5 + 6)

Cairo West Power Plant
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brick liner (Unit 2)

El Kuraimat Power Plant

Inspection of reinforced concrete chimney with brick 
liner (Unit 2)

Assiut Power Plant

Inspection of reinforced concrete chimney with brick 
liner (Unit 1)

El Kuraimat Power Plant
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COMPANY PROFILE:

Omega – Teplotechna Praha a. s. is a private joint–stock company of 25 years 
experience in branch of tall industrial chimneys. The company was established 
by experts in branch of designing, constructions, repairs and maintenance of 
tall industrial chimneys.

Our company cooperates with research institutes and universities in Czech 
Republic as well as abroad. Such cooperation results in application of latest 
progressive findings in the related branch.

Company Omega – Teplotechna Praha a. s. is an active member of prestigious 
international association of owners, constructors, operators and designers of 
free standing chimneys – CICIND (www.cicind.org).

Company is a holder of the ČSN EN ISO 9001, ČSN EN ISO 14001, OHSAS 18001 
Certificates. 

COMPANY’S DOMAIN:

Omega – Teplotechna Praha a. s. realizes majority of its projects at territory 
of Czech Republic, nevertheless since it was founded the company attends 
to preparations and realizations of projects abroad, too. Currently – mainly 
because of development and modernization of industrial branches and 
energetics especially in non–European localities – the share of projects realized 
abroad increases continually.

FIRST PROJECTS AT EGYPTIAN MARKET:

The Arab Republic of Egypt became a region which represents coming of our 
company onto non–European markets in the best way. It is evident that in Egypt 
– because of industrial development and increasing demand of living standard 
– the demand for electric energy is higher and higher. This demand brings 
inevitably a need for building of new Power stations as well as modernization 
of existing Power stations. This process is conditioned by participation of 
companies with long–term experience in field of designing, constructions, 
inspections and repairs of tall industrial chimneys.

The first project realized by company Omega – Teplotechna Praha a.s. in Egypt 
was the supervision of erection of the brick liners of chimneys in Sidi Krir 
Power plant. This project was realized in 1998.

Next episodes of the company at Egyptian market were the following two 
projects realized for companies KEPCO and ORASCOM in 2009:

• Supervision of bricklaying of chimney liner at El-Tebbin Power plant  
  in Cairo.
• Erection of brick liner of chimney in Cairo West Power plant including  
  management and supervision.

   

   COMPANY ACTIVITIES AT EGYPTIAN MARKET
SYSTEMATIC ACTIVITIES IN THE EGYPTIAN MARKET:

The projects realized by company Omega – Teplotechna Praha a. s. in Egypt 
in 2009 confirmed the Egyptian energetic market situation and its expected 
development. Based on this situation, our company realized 2 following 
important steps:

• Establishing a representative for our company in the Egyptian market.
• Putting of regular chimney inspections into routine practice. This practice 
enables to determine the real technical condition of related chimneys and to 
prevent the constructional, technical and economical problems. Based on the 
results of these inspections the effective chimney repairs are always proposed.

Thanks to the above mentioned steps the regular realization of repairs of 
Energetic chimneys in the Egyptian market have been started. Since then the 
following projects were realized:

Reconstruction of chimneys U2 and U3 of heights 121m at Shoubra 
El-Kheima Power Plant in Cairo:
Based on the realized inspections, diagnosis and determination of actual 
chimneys’ conditions including the proposals of related repairs, we were asked 
by the Client CEPC for reconstructions of these chimneys. The reconstructions 
were realized in the year 2014.

Reconstruction of chimney U1 of height 121m at Assiut Power Plant:
The successful realization of repairs in Shoubra El-Kheima Power Plant 
accelerated the attention of other Egyptian Power Plants’ operators. As the 
result there was a demand for inspection and following repair of chimney U1 in 
Assiut Power Plant, a Power Plant operated by UEEPC.  The reconstruction was 
realized in the year 2015.

Reconstruction of chimneys U4 and U1 of heights 121m at Shoubra 
El-Kheima Power Plant in Cairo:
The satisfaction with the repairs realized on chimneys U2 and U3 in 2014 caused 
that CEPC asked our company also for realization of repairs of chimneys U4 and 
U1. These reconstructions were realized in the years 2015 and 2016.
 
 
ACTUAL SITUATION IN THE EGYPTIAN MARKET:

The activities of company Omega – Teplotechna Praha a. s. in the Egyptian 
market continue. The company prepares the designs for new Power Plant 
chimneys, realizes the inspections and diagnostics of existing chimneys. This 
procedure is a good base for continuation of successful cooperation of our 
company with partners in the Egyptian market.

In 2016, our company with the support of the Deputy Minister of Energy, 
organized a large conference on Industrial Chimneys with lecturers from the 
Czech Republic, the Republic of Egypt and Germany. After the assessment of 
feedback from the conference, the result was successful and formed the basis 
for further progressive development of mutual cooperation.

In 2017, Mr. Tarek Abu Laban took over as his father’s place as our representative 
in Egypt and our portfolio of activities was expanded beyond industrial 
chimneys with new specialized services in energetics. Our preference in future 
engagements will be to achieve the most effective use of local capacities and 
materials.

Omega has prepared a state-of-the-art system for assessing the technical 
condition of chimneys based on controlled aging and if the customer wishes 
we are prepared to expand the current scope of inspections with this latest 
method.



COMPLETE AND PRECISE INFORMATION ABOUT 
THE CHIMNEY CONDITION IS THE BASE FOR 
CORRECT DECISION

The basic requirement for a long-term and safe industrial chim-
ney operation is to ensure the recommended operating condi-
tion according to technical documentation  and regular main-
tenance to ensure chimney in good technical condition. Basic 
assumption of objective chimney technical condition knowledge 
is the quality control system which monitors the actual chim-
ney condition. The control system of high industrial chimneys 
integrates system of periodical inspections, evaluation of con-
structional-technical chimney condition and elaboration of reco-
mmended proposals for removing of possible defects, which is 
the main output element of the whole control system. 

Omega – Teplotechna Praha a. s. made the control system of 
high industrial chimneys on the base of longtime experience and 
new standard demands, which are spread of about international 
chimney  association CICIND  and ASTM recommendations. 
This system ensures to industrial chimney owners the quality 
proffesional service.

DIAGNOSTICS OF THE CHIMNEYS

The aim of industrial chimney diagnostics is objective review of the values 
between designed  and really actual ones and civil and technical parameters by 
expert construction research, damages detecting and failures determination. 
We use the most modern scientific knowledges  and methods at our activities. 
We want to make preconditions to prevent any serious damages in chimney 
constructions and minimize genesis possibility of breakdown situation. 
Especially periodical inspections are the basic step, what the operators can 
do for keeping the trouble-free chimney operation with minimum prevention 
costs.  

There exists many diagnostic methods which company Omega – Teplotechna 
Praha a. s. offers and our experts will advice you suitable solution of your 
problem.

Sampling, incl. chemical and physical analysis and evaluation, core drilling till 
thermovision and acustic measurements represent the wide range of methods.
We realize non–destructive tests, measuring and observation directly at 
exterior. These obtained knowledges are sufficient source of values  for our 
expert opinions.

       THE CONTROL SYSTEM OF HIGH INDUSTRIAL CHIMNEYS 



LIFETIME OF CHIMNEYS

Prediction of chimney lifetime depends on lifetime of every component  
of chimney on base of evaluating and finding failure out, where lifetime of 
chimney is determined by the shortest lifetime of its construction parts, which 
is necessary for stability of chimney and its safe operation.

We observe the rate of degradation (damage) for every component of chimney, 
which is then categorized and after evaluation the further lifetime of chimneys 
is determined. This process is called controlled aging of chimney.

PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE

Company Omega – Teplotechna Praha a. s. has established an Integrated 
Management System in the area of quality in accordance with ČSN EN ISO 
9001:2008. The professional service offered by Omega- Teplotechna Praha, a.s. 
is supported by extensive know – how. We always find the best solution for the 
customer with good technical solution and economic favourable realization. 
Our aim is to build long–time partnership with our clients.

Omega – Teplotechna Praha a. s., as expert company at this branch, was 
recently also contacted by the foreign customers which ask for realization of 
high industrial chimney inspections at their heating device.

It concerns very often the specific operation conditions according to local 
regulations and conventions of foreign country, however longtime experience 
with domestic inspections and abroad projects realization enable us to orient 
and realize the inquiries out of our borders too.

We realize the chimney inspections very often in Egypt in last years, where 
our company already obtained step by step good references and we were 
contacted based on the inspection results for subsequent realization of  
chimney  reparations.

      LONGTIME EXPERIENCE AND HIGH EXPERTISE 

CHIMNEY INSPECTIONS

According to the standard EN 13 084-1 to 4 the chimney owner 
has obligation to ensure chimney inspection at least once in  
24 months. This inspection must be realized by a specialist. Inspection 
extent according to EN 13084 must cover at least these informations 
in the final Inspection Report:  

1. Check of data from previous controls and reparations

2. Data analysis which are ready for final report as follows:
  2.1. Overall impression of inspected structure
  2.2. Interpretation of measured values
  2.3. Conclusions of visual inspection
  2.4. Conclusions of laboratory tests (if needed)
  2.5. Expected remaining lifetime of structure
  2.6. Determination of necessary repairs

3. Elaboration of Inspection Report, which contents among others:
  3.1. Probable cause of damage
  3.2. Expected development of damage
  3.3. Proposed arrangements (technological schedule 
   of repair, expenses)



The Monitoring Plan divides the constructional – technical research of 
chimneys into 3 inspection levels. These levels differ in the scope and 
time periods of the realization. The scopes and time periods of chimney 
inspections depend on many aspects, as e.g. age of chimney, time of 
chimney operation, operational conditions and their changes, visible defects 
and – last but not least – importance of the chimney. The defined inspection 
levels should be conceived as the phases of periodical activity of controls 
and maintenances of related chimney.

The last phase of the Monitoring Plan is Passportization which summarizes 
the documentation of chimney condition from the constructional and 
technological point of view including the stating of rest service life of the 
chimney and detailed stating of proposed measures.

The scope of all related control activities is really large and the application 
of the specific control method depends on the kind of chimney deterioration 
and asked scope of information about chimney condition.

As to state the base of chimney service life prediction the constructional – 
technological research should be realized as follow: 

•    System of monitored and critical locations should be defined.

•    Location, type, quantity and method of control measuring and sampling 
relates to pre-stated system.

Each controlled component should be sorted – according to results of 
realized diagnostics – to related component classification level. As the 
criteria of this sorting there is the scope of component deterioration where 
the limit (acceptable) values are defined either by the Project or by Standard.  

Based on this classification the level of chimney deterioration, proposal of 
measures and rest chimney operation life is defined.

Omega – Teplotechna Praha together with Teplotechna Consulting 
put into practise the Guarantee System of Controlled Ageing of 
Chimneys in accordance to rules of IAEA.

The ageing of chimneys is the process, which, depending to running time, 
operation and type of utilizing changes the physical, mechanical properties 
of chimney components. In case that this process is not reduced, the safety 
reserves lessen more quickly than it was stated in original design. This fact 
reduces the safety level of these components the same as the safety level 
of the whole energetical unit which includes the related chimney as its 
important integral part.

The object of industrial chimney is subject to 2 kinds of changes relating to 
time going:

•  Physical ageing of chimney which results into degradation, i.e. the 
continual deterioration of its physical characteristics  

•   Moral ageing of chimney construction related to actual level of knowledges, 
applied materials and operational demands.

The programme of controlled aging determines the activities which should 
be done during the monitoring and evaluation of degradation mechanisms 
acting to chimney construction.

As the basic information source of evaluation of the rest service life of the 
chimney there are the conclusions of constructional – technical researches 
of the chimney. 

The company Omega – Teplotechna Praha, based on long-term experience, 
elaborated the Monitoring Plan of Chimneys. This plan relates to valid 
Regulations and Standards and defines the type of constructional – technical 
research, its targeting, scope of realization and realization period in details. 
The constructional – technical research of the chimney is the naming of 
any type of control independently of its targeting, scope and detailing. The 
monitoring Plan implements new naming Inspections of Chimneys where 
the related content is defined in details.

CONTROLLED AGEING OF CHIMNEYS



Depth of Reinforcement Location
Before the sampling of cut cores from the chimney shell it is recommended 
to apply the reinforcement electro-magnetic indicators (e.g. profo-meter). 
Such tool enables the non-destructive verification of the quantities, locations 
and diameters of the applied reinforcing bars.

Measuring of Steel Liner
The measuring of the thickness of steel shell, liner or flue duct by the various 
manual ultrasound thickness meters is applied as to find the corrosion loss 
of the related steel construction.

Thermovision / Thermography
Infrared thermography is a branch of science, which deals with the analysis 
of the spread of heat on the surface of the body remotely, without contact. 
The goal of a thermographical review is the analysis of the infrared energy 
radiated by the body.

Frequency Measuring
The global evaluation of reinforced concrete chimney construction and the 
control of its load operating capacity are the important aspects of stating of 
safe operation guarantee. 

The operational condition of supporting chimney construction and its 
eventual changes influences the chimney dynamic characteristics.

The frequency measuring identifies the defects of supporting construction 
much earlier than it is possible to identify them visually. The goal of 
frequency measuring is not only the detection and localization of new 

defects but also the effect of known defects.

Stating of Aggregate Alkaline Expansion
The verification of inherency of alkaline-silicate reaction products at the 
concrete sampling bores of the chimney wall is the main subject of this 
laboratory method.

Thermally-technological Review of Chimney Operations
The thermal-technological review defines the draught conditions inside 
the chimney, i.e. the value of effective draught, the velocity of flowing flue 
gas inside the liner and at the chimney top. This review also evaluates the 
thermal drop at/in the chimney wall.

The expert opinions, practical experiences and consultations with the 
chimney owner about the subject and scope of the asked outputs – these are 
the bases of the right methodology of chimney inspection. Every inspection 
should start by the preparing works. Based on these works the critical 
locations of the chimney and method of chimney revision is stated.

The scope of control activities related to chimney revision is quite big and 
the application of particular control activity depends on the chimney damage 
and asked details of the information about chimney condition.

DESTRUCTION METHODS

Depth of Carbonation of Surface Layers
As the related output is the founding of the depth of carbonation of the 
concrete surface layers, i.e. if the loss of the concrete self-passivation 
abilities does not influence to the locations of reinforcement, i.e. the 
reinforcement corrosion may start. The related revision reports should 
include the locations of found carbonation and the percentage scope of this 
carbonation.

Sampling for Laboratory Tests – Core Bores
The sampling of core bores for laboratory tests belongs among the most 
objective methods of stating the concrete properties. Based on the tests’ 
results the data of actual technical condition of the construction are 
defined.

NON–DESTRUCTION METHODS

Schmidt hammer
The concrete strength is often verified by non-destruction methods. As 
to reach the more objective data it is recommended to add such methods 
by the core bores, too. The Schmidt hammer (thus reflective hardness 
meter) is the tool of simple construction which is used in building industry 
for testing the strength of various building constructions. This tool is based 
on the principle of centric beat of two bodies and the principle of reflection. 

INSPECTION METHODS 

Schmidt hammer

Thermovision

Profometer

Core Bores

Thermovision


